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WORKSHOP 1
– IT’S SYNERGY!

A chemical reaction
Nicolle Mitchell, MFHT, introduces
essential oils to schoolchildren at
Chemistry at Work events
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My fi rst workshop, It’s Synergy, was aimed
at groups of 11 to 16-year-old students at
Newquay Tretherras secondary school and
I wanted to make the sessions sensory, fun
and engaging.
I started each workshop by asking the
students to smell three different essential
oils: benzoin, cypress and lemon. I chose
these oils for their great synergy, as
this is the overall concept I wanted
them to understand by the end of
the session.
First, I let all the students
smell each oil in turn via
stoppered bottles and then I
invited them to tell the class
what colours, memories or
emotions immediately sprang
to mind. As we did this, a
willing student from the class wrote up
everyone’s comments.
With the benzoin, for example, some
students mentioned the words vanilla,
warm and brown. Others thought it was
like the fi zzy drinks they enjoy, which
was very interesting and astute because
some of the ‘fi xing’ constituents of
benzoin are used as preservatives in the
food and drink industry, just as it is in
perfumery and aromatherapy to extend
shelf life. The students were delighted
with this correlation as again, it widened
the implications of the chemistry they
were engaging in.
After providing a brief introduction to
each of the oils, I then talked about their
main chemical constituents and how
these impact our bodies. Students were so
enthusiastic, exploring with humour and
asking the most intelligent questions.
When I chose the oils for this workshop,
I had specifically picked a top, middle and
base note, so that we could discuss how a
mixture of each note can give a balanced
and synergistic blend, and how the
properties of each of the oils compound
when mixed together.
I also explained how each plant has
developed its own synergistic system in
order to thrive in its environment, which
is why the same plant can vary from
region to region in its chemical make-up.
I then asked what they felt this
particular blend of oils would be good to
treat. The students’ answers were accurate
and included helping you to breathe
better, easing muscle and joint pain and
boosting circulation. All of the students
really ran with it and got into the spirit of
the experience.

WORKSHOP 2
– STINKIES AND THE BRAIN
I delivered my second workshop – which
blends art and science – to children at
Pondhu Primary School, St Austell, aged
just seven to 11 years of age, as well as
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Frankincense:

♦ Comments: ‘It reminds me of the tree in
my garden’... ‘It smells of peppermint’... ‘It
helps me breathe’... ‘Yuk!’... ‘It makes me
think of night-time’.
♦ Pictures: there were lots of trees and
leaves, and colours selected were dark
greens and browns. The pictures and
scribbles were flowing and serene.

turned up angry and disengaged with
folded arms. I encouraged him to get his
feelings out onto the pieces of paper. He
then seemed embarrassed by his start
to the lesson, but eventually came and
helped label the brain with a shy smile.

REFLECTING ON
THE WORKSHOPS

ABOUT CHEMISTRY
AT WORK
Chemistry at Work is a collaborative
project, pioneered and funded by the
Royal Society of Chemistry, with the aim
of inspiring students to appreciate the
relevance and societal importance of
chemistry, and consider a future career in
the chemical sciences.

Chemistry at Work events:
♦ can be delivered to primary school
students engaging with science for the first
time, or secondary school students;
♦ enable schools to meet local
organisations or individuals specialising in
the chemical sciences who deliver exciting
presentations and hands-on demonstrations
about their industry; and
♦ can be hosted at a range of venues,
which could include schools, universities
and science centres.

l For more information, visit
www.rsc.org/campaigning-outreach/
outreach/educators/chemistry-at-work

Mandarin:

♦ Comments: ‘It smells of limes/lemons/
oranges’... ‘It smells of acid fruits, Miss!’...
‘It makes me happy’... ‘Ugh!’.
♦ Pictures: there were lots of bright
oranges, yellows and reds. Lots of the
students drew sunshine, beach scenes,
fruit, happy faces and hearts.
After smelling the oils, the drawings
were more focused and the children
worked more calmly.

At the end of each drawing session,
I asked some of the students to share
their thoughts, feelings and ideas behind
these. One student drew a portrait as her
first piece and was feeling excited. After
smelling the frankincense she drew a
beautiful stylised rose and said she felt
calm as she drew it. After smelling the
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mandarin she drew a beautiful rosy-red
apple because she was hungry – again,
beautifully stylised.
I then revealed the smells and talked
through the effects that the oils can have
and showed the students which parts of
the brain these affect. I explained how
frankincense can calm the mind and
improve breathing, allowing the lungs to
take on more oxygen and improve sleep.
Also, how mandarin can calm and lift
mood, increase appetite and ease sadness.
Many were amazed by how their body
intuitively knew what the oils were good
for and how they responded to each.
I then invited the students to come and
label a map of the brain, with different
brain parts and emoji icons, explaining
how the limbic system is the control centre
for our feelings, but how the oils can then
go on and affect the lungs and digestive
system, and how I use these oils in my
work to help people with breathing issues,
emotional problems and poor appetite.
Teachers marvelled at how much
calmer and more focused the children
were and commented that essential oils
could enhance the learning environment.
One child with behavioural issues began
the class screaming and disrupting the
workshop, but ended helping me put emoji
signs on the limbic system. Another boy
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Whatever their age, all of the students I
presented workshops to were excited and
animated, and really engaged with the
sessions. Although I used the full technical
names and phrases throughout – such
as ‘olfactory system’, ‘hydrogen’ and
‘antibacterial’ – I helped the students to
understand the subject by simply breaking
everything down and explaining things
step-by-step, in everyday language. Using
giant cartoon illustrations also made the
subject more accessible and fun, and was
especially useful for the younger students.
The day is an intense one, where you
run through the workshop six to eight
times for different groups of students,
and although responses had some
commonality, each class dynamic is very
different and means each workshop is
fresh and engaging.
I had the most tremendous sense of
achievement, with children coming up
to ask me where they could obtain the
‘sniffy sticks and oils’. It was also a real
insight into the time and effort it takes to
plan lessons that are engaging to students,
and each workshop renews my respect for
teachers who do this full time.
Preparing for the workshops has also
given me a deeper understanding of
my own subject, especially in an area I
historically considered my weak spot. I
really researched the subject deeply and
gained a better underpinning knowledge
of brain function, which in turn helps in
my specialist field of massaging people
who live with dementia. In addition,
I learnt that frankincense (Boswellia
serrata) helps neurogenesis, notably in the
hippocampus, and Cleopatra mandarin
(Citrus reshni) is anti-necrotic and antiproliferative – which makes me wonder
if the former could help the ability to
learn and retain, and if both oils could
offer therapeutic support for people with
conditions such as epilepsy and dementia.
Synergistic learning at its best!
Nicolle Mitchell, MFHT,
has been a practising
complementary therapist
since 1998. She is an
FHT accredited course
provider, offering training
in her specialist subject –
massage for people with
dementia – for which she
received an FHT Excellence Award in 2012.
www.massagefordementia.co.uk www.
tlcinabottle.co.uk nicolle@tlcinabottle.co.uk
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to 11 to 16-year-old secondary students
attending Penryn College, near Falmouth.
With the primary students at Pondhu,
I gave a brief and slightly mysterious
introduction as they arrived in the
classroom and then asked them to draw,
write or doodle absolutely anything they
liked, using the paper and pens provided.
They had two minutes to project their
thoughts, feelings and ideas onto paper.
The students were then asked to smell
aromasticks containing frankincense
and to repeat the drawing exercise. Next,
they were presented with aromasticks
containing mandarin essential oil and
asked to repeat the exercise. At this point,
they were not told what oils they were
inhaling and as they sniffed each one, I
made a note of their insightful reactions as
they arose.
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